and she earned her Master of Professional Studies degree in Applied Statistics at Cornell University.
As a methodologist at PSB, as well as nearly a decade of experience as a methodologist at Pew Research Center and at Gallup, we were interested in hearing her expert opinion regarding the role of a methodologist. Specifically, we wanted to learn about the particular skills and responsibilities required of a methodologist, the rewards and challenges Kyley has faced in her long and exceptional career as a methodologist, and her advice for early-career and seasoned researchers who aspire to shift into the realm of "methodologist."
1. 1. Thank Thank you, you, Kyley, Kyley, for for agreeing agreeing to to this this interview. interview. Let's Let's start start with with learning learning something about your background. How did you become a methodologist? something about your background. How did you become a methodologist?
Most people don't grow up saying they want to be a methodologist and I'm no exception. I went to school for statistics and initially took a job at Gallup so I could work in management consulting. However, once there I was really drawn to the methodology side of the survey research projects and soon found myself working as a methodologist. A methodologist serves a very important role. A methodologist designs all the steps in conducting a survey to make sure that the data collected are accurate and tell the right story. Typically, someone comes to me with a research question that they want to answer using a survey. It's my job as a methodologist to identify the population of interest and figure out how we will sample them; identify a sample frame with contact info; decide what mode we're going to use to contact and survey them; decide on other elements of the data collection protocol such as how many reminders we'll send or calls we'll attempt; design the questionnaire in terms of what we'll ask and how; and, finally, weight and analyze the resulting data.
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As you can tell from these activities, a methodologist needs strong statistical and data analysis skills. What's equally important is for a methodologist to be able to weigh trade-offs. There's typically no "right" answer when it comes to survey research methodology. There are also usually conflicting priorities such as cost, timing, and accuracy. For each step above, I have to weigh the pros and cons of various alternatives, make choices, be able to support and defend my choices, and then convince others of these choices. To do so, it is important to be well-versed in the literature, understand the priorities of the survey sponsor or client, be willing to take a stand for things I think are important but also understand where it's necessary to compromise. However, what really makes it stand out in my memory is how accurate the results were: our survey estimate of reported assaults was within 20 cases of the actual number of reported assaults. Since this number could be verified, it lent credibility to every other finding from the survey that didn't have a true value against which to compare. A striking example was just how many assaults go unreported: 76% of women and 87% of men who were assaulted did not formally report the incident. Because our methodology led to accurate estimates for the verifiable metrics, it made it much harder for people to disregard other findings in the survey like this rate of underreporting. as as well well as as seasoned seasoned researchers researchers --who, who, as as you you were, were, find find themselves themselves "drawn "drawn to to the the methodology methodology side" side" of of their their survey survey research research projects projects and and want want to to become become a a methodologist? methodologist?
The greatest lesson I've learned is that the research landscape and technology are always changing and we as methodologists have to keep up. In my career, that has meant experimenting with mobile browser, smartphone app, and text message surveys. It's meant exploring different ways to passively collect data, to collect and analyze nonprobability data, and to append commercially-available data. In the future, this is going to become even more important.
In 10 years, I think the field of survey research is going to look pretty different than it does today. Rising costs and declining response rates will likely mean that when we do conduct surveys, they'll involve nonprobability sampling. More and more, we'll also be using non-survey data to answer our research questions. It will be increasingly important for methodologists to understand those data sources (both what exists and their limitations), as well as data science techniques to harvest and analyze them.
My advice to methodologists is to start studying all of this now: learn R, take a data science course, experiment with big data. That way when the time comes, we'll be ready. 5b. 5b. In In addition addition to to staying staying up-to-date up-to-date with with the the latest latest (and (and forward-looking) forward-looking) methods methods and and techniques, techniques, what what advice advice would would you you give give researchers researchers on on how how to to make make the the shift shift from from management management consulting consulting (as (as in in your your case), case), or or whatever whatever their their current current position position is, is, to to the the position position of of "methodologist"? "methodologist"? Who Who should should they they network network with? with? How How do do they they do do that? that? Where Where do do they they find find a a "methodologist" "methodologist" job? job? Is Is there there an an approach approach they they might might use use in in their their current current job job to to help help them them move move into into a a because they're not just someone you go to for questions or advice, they also sort of become advocates on your behalf, loop you in on opportunities, and generally help you navigate the professional world.
